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to 30 March 2004
Li'l Elvis Jones and the Truckstoppers:

The Exhibition tells the story of animation
and is based on the animated series of Li'l
Elvis Jones & The Truckstoppers, which
screens regularly on ABC TV , Bunker
Cartoon Gallery, COFFS HARBOUR
Tel 02 6651 7343

5 — 21 December
Maree Kelly Exhibition Creative Arts

Gallery GUNNEDAH
Contact Susan Tel 02 67402271

5 December — 31 January
Flood Sign: Memories of a City Under

Water explores the sense of vulnerability
that comes with living in a town that
frequently suffers flooding. Lismore Regional
Gallery LISMORE Tel 02 6622 2209 

5 December — 23 January
Form & Function An exhibition by

Broken Hill TAFE Fine Arts students.
BROKEN HILL Regional Art Gallery
Tel 08 8088 5491 
Email bhartgal@pcpro.net.au 
Website artgallery.brokenhill.nsw.gov.au
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Opening Night

A window becomes a new front

... and in ‘bomb-site’ days

The auditorium on Opening Night. 

Oh happy house
THE BUSINESS BEGAN IN 2000 WHEN TWO ESTABLISHED LOCALS —
Rob Turnell and Barbara MacCormack — and I decided to form 
the Bowraville Arts Council (BAC) and seek support to realise 
our dream. We applied for — and got — Federal funding from 
the Department of Transport and Regional Solutions Program
($225,000+) and an additional $225,000 from the NSW Ministry
for the Arts.  That was the first step. We then secured a further
$75,000 on loan from the Nambucca Shire Council. A Cinema 
Task force was set up and then, in October 2001, the Bowraville
Arts Council bought the theatre from the former owners.

Magically, Dr Lisa Milner appeared, with her impressive

credentials and became our Project Manager, juggling the work 

of the architect, builders, painters, electricians and plumbers, 

plus a growing army of willing volunteers who lined up to join 

the BAC. In the meantime, the hard yakka of fundraising began,

and continues today. Themed dinner-dances were held and

generous support came from BAC sub groups such as the

Nambucca Valley Writers Group and The Rosewood Ensemble.  

A ‘Buy A Theatre Seat’ ($500) campaign was established. To date,

nearly thirty seats have been ‘bought’. Other donations and gifts

in kind are highly treasured.

Behind all the fun and hard work however, lay the spectre 

of racial discrimination. Throughout its history, the lowly

Bowraville Theatre was segregated. Local blacks had to not only

buy their tickets separately, enter the theatre by a separate side

entrance, occupy inferior wooden seating below a partition, but

do so after the program had begun. The then owner and general

manager, Sam Raymond, rigidly enforced this policy and through

a fine bureaucratic loop hole, he got away with it. During a visit

of the Freedom Riders of the ‘60s, students and activists,

including the young Charlie Perkins, were met by the Bowra

bigots in the full glare of the print and electronic media.  The

theatre inadvertently became a symbol; an example of the intense

racial disharmony that infested the town. A confrontation was

avoided, largely due to the quiet, dignified persuasion of a young

local Aboriginal high school student, Ann Holten.  She and others

tried by peaceful means to bring about tolerance and acceptance

of her people in the town, by attempting to enter the theatre in

the same way the whites had enjoyed.  They failed.  The Freedom

Riders moved on.  The theatre closed its doors in 1965.

As part of this year’s reopening celebrations, a closed smoking

ceremony was conducted by the Gumbaynggirr elders, to cleanse

the entire building of past segregational practices. This emotional

formality was a significant step towards reconciliation and a

happy house for all.

The heinous escalations 

of public liability insurance

premiums made their 

presence felt; Nambucca 

Shire Council came to the 

rescue; restoration continued and 

the BAC was saved from extinction.

Following the smoking ceremony, the 

official opening was a gala on the night of 29th August. Continuous

(free) public performances in and outside the old house delighted

many hundreds of visitors all next day and there 

was a bum in every seat that night to watch 

Strictly Ballroom. 

The Bowraville Theatre lives!

by NOEL ROBERTSON 

Founding an arts council
to buy and restore an
ageing theatre is not
something that falls

naturally to most of us.

But that's precisely what had to

be done in order to save the

former Raymond Theatre,

(1940) in Bowraville NSW, from

possible neglect or destruction.


